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fllhe Sonnabend Gallery has just presented a mini-retrospective of
I Jim Dine's paintings and drawings of 1959 to 1963. This is the

--.:s: time that this artist's early work has been exhibited in New
I ,rk since his retrospective at the Whitney Museum in 1970. The
'.,.'r':Ier must confess that not too long ago, she felt lukewarm about
-,.le's early work; it seemed too shallow, facile, and derivative of
J:..:,er Johns. To anyone of like mind who approached the Sonna-
l =l,j shou' rvith an open mind, this exhibition would have been a rev-
--:-l:,,n.

tt-r-.e's art is deceptive in its simplicity. Lurking behind the raw-
:,=:: znd comic spirit of his work is an intensity of feeling and a
:':::sth of thought. It is a self-conscious and critical art possessed
: :- r-gh degree of originality. Dine assumes multiple artistic per-

. :-a^::ies. In one work he might be passionate and poetic, in another

.:'.: : iert and rvitty, in still another deadpan and purposefully bland.
- - : irameleon-like character extends to his brushwork as well; one
:., :-,.:.: it is lush and painterly and in the next is flat and crude, de-

't:, i,:-s upon the mood and subject matter of a particular work. It is
' :--i:- r:sr; art \\'hich often crosses over into the realm of "bad taste,"
,:' ,=:.3::rg "high art" standards and indulging in parody and quota-
:. :,. -i.. ,. t,:,p of this, his manner of working is quick and improvi-
:.-:-- r.::-. :.--. art is inconsistent in quality. At its best his work is ex-

::-.:-:,:.i. ::, 'ught-provoking, and moving; at its worst it is inarticu-
:r: :r, i i;-.. Happilv, the successes far outnumber the failures.

Although Dine's early work certainly owed a great deal to Johns.
Dine was not a "mere imitator" of this modern master. Dine followed
Johns in focusing upon objects set against monochromatic fields and
in questioning the nature of representation, but Dine's style is more
various, his emotions hotter, his thought processes more literal, ancl

his surfaces more emphatically flat. Their work was the product of
individual sensibilities and of different historical moments.

Dine's art of 1959 to 1963 not only spans a developmental period irr
his work but coincides with a particular moment in the history of
American art-the transition phase between Assemblage and Po1,

Art. Dine first arrived in New York late in 1958, at the age of twen-
tv-three. He became an important member of a circle of artists in-
volved with assemblages, environments, and "happenings," among
them Claes Oldenburg, Allan Kaprow, and Red Grooms. These art-
ists created an expression-laden art which used junk as its primarl'
material. As the focus of their art was upon the "act" of creation as

against the fact of the created object, few works of this period sur-
vive.

The B'irth of the Black Rainbow dates to this time (1960). Here, the
words indicated by the title are messily scrawled in a rainbow arc
upon a cardboard support. Although the title was also written hori
zontally across the surface of the work, it was then scratched out.
Below is a black rainbow made of corrugated cardboard; beside it is
the beginning of another rainbow. In each case the artist has paired



r Dine, Landscape Painting, 1963. Oil on ce,Lltas ut'ith objects, 28 r 126 r 6"
'nrte sy So;mabend GalLery.

a false start with a finished conception; one takes the form of a ver-
bal cue, the other of the thing signified. It is an extremely poetic
-sork whose subject is the struggle involved in the process of its own
iorming.

Dating to the foilowing year is the diptych entitled A B\ack on
llhite Ti,e /A Whi,te on Black Tie. By this time, Dine had moved
a\vay from junk materials and expressions of angst to more imper-
sonal, painted representations of commonplace objects. Extending
,lown the center of each panel is the enlarged image of a knotted tie.
These ties have been blandly painted in opposing tonalities so that
:he work, on one level, is about looking and discerning differences.
It is, on another level, "bad painting" which alludes to various trends
:n (then) contemporary art. The flatly painted surface and pattern-
;ng of stripes refer to hard-edge painting and Op Art. The iconic rep-
resentation of something flat (cloth) and "aiready designed" points
:o the flags of Jasper Johns. The giganticism, wit, and implications
of human presence recall Dine's friend Oldenburg as well as their
mutual attraction to the dead-pan quality and absurdity of Ren6 Ma-
gritte. Dine's painting is therefore both an utterly ridiculous and ex-
;remeiy successful work of art.

Proposed Sti,Il Li,fe of 1962 is of an entirely different character; it
is a work of intense personal expression. A cluster of toois hangs
from a large hook located at the top center of an elongated canvas
-*'hich has been painted intensely biack. Written in script at the bot-
tom of the canvas are the words, "then a grey screwdriver, then a
red hatchet, then a yellow plyers, then a blue vise . . .," and so on.
The fact that Dine has written "then a . . ." places emphasis, once
again, on the act of making. Although the listing of the tools can be
seen as a simple catalogui.ng of the objects placed up above, it also
assumes the quality of a chant or litany and suggests the taking of
an inventory of one's life, of one's memories, and of people once
known.

Dine began to use tools and plumbing supplies in his work in 1962
and he made no secret of the fact that these were, for him, highly
charged objects filled with private meanings. At the same moment
that Dine moved to an enhanced autobiographical content, Pop Art
emerged on the New York scene. Suddenly, as against Warhol's de-
tached attitude, popular and mass-media images, and "factory" aes-
thetic, Dine's art seemed retardataire, a thing ofthe past.

The Sonnabend Gallery probably chose to reexhibit Dine's much
uaderrated and overlooked early work at the present time because it
can be understood to have anticipated some of the concerns basic to
Neo-Expressionist art. Among those aspects of his art relevant to
more contemporary developments are his eclecticism, his impurity
of media, his inconsistency of style, his subjective content, his in-
terest in language and signification, and his penchant for irony and
humor. The time is ripe to give Dine his due.

Jim Dine, Proposed Still Life, 1962. OiL on canru.s ond nite i ri.:,i
84 n 36". Courtesy Soruto.be,nd Gallery.


